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CHAIRMAN HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL: I want to thank you for being here today. We are 
following up on our meeting last May when we sent the cogenerators, the utilities, and the regulatory 
agencies home without a bill. Instead we gave unanimous directions to hammer out an agreement 
which meets the concerns of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) about accommodating the 
emissions from cogeneration projects. 
I have introduced SB 166 to be the legal framework for that agreement. Let me be clear that 
we are not hearing that bill today but are discussing the issues which must be resolved in that bill in 
order to establish the conditions which will guide the future of cogeneration development. 
Attainment of cleaner air is the bottom line for EPA and this committee. This committee will 
produce a resolution for EPA this year and one which demonstrates an air quality improvement. 
Today I want to hear about the forest, not the trees. Let us take a long-range look at air 
pollution from electricity. I am concerned by the attitude that if we just meet EPA's numbers on 
paper we are all set. I believe we have to look beyond the status quo. I am from Los Angeles and I 
can tell you that we have not come close to licking air pollution! Now that we near the end of the 
first round of Clean Air Act implementation, what can we do to build growth allowances and get the 
air ever cleaner? 
And we need a long-term look at cogeneration and electricity production in general. I wonder if 
we are taking full advantage of the alternative energy resources and alternate fuels now available to 
gradually clean up the pollution levels from our electricity producing sector. I wonder who will be 
left to own the cogeneration projects if we take steps to demand offsets from cogenerators and super 
control technologies. The committee needs to consider the consequences for tomorrow of the 
decisions we make to solve today's problem. 
Before we begin, I would like to introduce Gary Rubenstein who has been providing the 
committee with technical assistance in developing the proposal in SB 166. Gary was deputy director 
of the Air Resources Board and is now a private consultant working with all sides on this air quality 
issue. I have asked him to remain available up front throughout the hearing to respond to any 
technical issues that arise today. 
This is going to be a promptly run hearing. I intend to conclude at four o'clock. I ask all 
witnesses to be brief and succinct in describing their perception of the issues which need to be 
resolved. Each panel is allotted 45 minutes, so please listen to each other carefully and avoid 
repetition. Let us begin with the cogeneration panel. I will ask Kirk Marckwald to introduce the 
panelists. 
MR. KIRK MARCKWALD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you and members of the 
committee for an opportunity to represent the concerns and problems and prospects as far as the 
cogeneration industry is concerned today. The companies who are associated for this panel represent 
all sorts of large companies, small companies, developers, service companies, people who primarily 
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It's important, again, to remember the benefits from and renewable power 
facilities, as you enumerated in many of bills that were put forward in past years, I'd to 
outline them for you because we're talking about affordable power for everyone. And for the 
utilities, we're talking about facilities that have short construction lead-time, improved system 
reliability --and we saw that when PG&:E had outages last year, and the only cities in the 
part of the state that still had their lights burning were ones where there were cogeneration 
facilities; in this case, they happened to be combined with the timber industry. It avoids the need to 
finance and build new power plants, and capacity can be added in smaller increments. For the 
ratepayers, they only pay for what they get. They only pay for the electricity that's actually 
generated. It stabilizes prices. 
And we shift the risks from the ratepayers to private sector---the kinds of risks ratepayers 
no longer have to be exposed to cost of permitting projects which do not receive all the necessary 
permits and therefore aren't constructed. The developers, the small power producers assume 
risks. The ratepayers are not exposed to cost overruns on plants that aren't completed within budget. 
The private sector is assuming that risk. The ratepayers are not exposed to higher operating costs 
and interest during construction. The independent producer is absorbing that risk. The ratepayers 
are not exposed to costs of failure to meet performance specifications of a plant. Again, it is the 
private sector who is taking on those risks. 
For the citizens of California, we're talking about economic development and jobs in California, 
development of indigenous resources rather than development of facilities in other states. We're less 
dependent on imported fuels, and we have the potential for cleaner air and fewer environmental 
impacts than come from the conventional methods of generating electricity. 
And finally, the potential to save tax dollars if in fact the cogeneration which have 
been proposed on state and county and local government building are realized. For the industry 
itself, we see improved efficiency and reliability of the electricity resource; but in addition, some 
financial savings. 
Following---in the handout that you received, this information and brief history of the 
regulations in this field, the main points that I want to emphasize are, when cogeneration 
legislation was initially passed, there was no industry. There was no cogeneration in 
California or in any of the rest of the nation in the late seventies. So we've to develop that 
industry since that time. The industry has developed, it has also been by constant 
regulatory confusion and uncertainty on both the federal and state level. And you'll see lists of 
changes in licensing permitting procedures, court challenges that have come from the very first year 
that upheld the whole PURPA regulations and with uncertainty of whether it would go forward at 
FERC rule changes, contracting and avoided cost changes that when plotted on a graph look like a 
roller coaster, transmission constraints developing in the PG&:E territory which bring into question 
the ability of that utility to take power generated by cogenerators, changes in tax interpretations, 
gas rate changes which the Legislature has done much to help stabilize, air quality 
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These uncertainties all cause problems for the financial community. Nevertheless, look how 
we've and what we've done. And I think we've done what you asked. And on another page in 
your handout you'll see that we have 918 megawatts of cogeneration on line in California. 
Another way to state that is there's enough cogeneration, electricity generated by cogeneration 
plants, to serve one million California households. There's another potential 5,600 megawatts that 
have signed contracts but are not yet constructed -- 5,678. 
And the question that we face today is, will those actually come about? Will those facilities 
actually be constructed? Those would provide the needs of 6.6 million households; or if you want it in 
barrels of the cogeneration that you see listed on this page, if all constructed, would save the 
equivalent of 616 million barrels of oil per year. That is a lot of oil. 
Cogeneration and renewables can provide for all the new electricity requirements and the 
retirement of old and inefficient plants in California now and in the future. There's really no need if 
we so chose for a utility or the ratepayers to again build a centralized plant or finance a centralized 
plant or assume the risks that were listed earlier. The question is whether this will happen. In the 
late seventies, the question was "What will California do for power in the 1990s and beyond? Is there 
enough cogeneration and renewables to provide for California's electricity needs?" 
The answer is yes, there is enough to provide for the needs; but the question now becomes "Will 
California do what is necessary to realize that potential that is so obviously here?" 
What can the Legislature do? Well, you've been a productive force in the past and we need you 
to continue being that productive force in the future. What we are looking for is stability at this 
time and support, the ability to go on and actually build the projects. We ask that you not change 
existing legislation until you're sure that we have better and complete replacement; to be sure that 
the is an active participant in any of the negotiations that go on in this area. We're not 
asking for special handouts or any new or different treatment. We simply ask for greater certainty 
and predictability so that we can plan, finance, and actually build the facilities that are now very 
obviously possible within the state of California. Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you. The next speaker, Mr. Kruzsewski. 
MR. ANTHONY KRUSZEWSKI: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the 
committee, good afternon. My name is Tony Kruzsewski. I represent GWF Power Systems Company of 
Irvine, GWF is a subsidiary of the Signal Companies, a very large California company, 
headquartered in La Jolla, California. I hope to give you a little perspective on how we look at the 
problem. 
GWF designs, constructs, and operates cogeneration plants. We have several units in various 
stages of development and operation. Signal, our parent company, has other subsidiaries in other 
states, principally Kellog in Houston, Texas; Resco, and Signal Energy Systems on the East Coast who 
are also in the cogeneration and resource recovery business. 
GWF was organized two and one-half years ago here in California; like many others, partly in 
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response to the many years of federal state encouragement of the construction and use of the 
more efficient and energy saving cogeneration, waste fuel and resource recovery plants. This 
promotion by the various governmental agencies was motivated primarily by the huge increase in the 
cost of energy, especially in the seventies, and the projected future energy shortages. it seems 
that as that problem has diminished a little bit, our attention to energy problems have also gone away 
a bit. 
The various governmental agencies, as you well know and as Ms. Hamrin indicated, have 
encouraged the development of this industry and have provided a number of incentives to the 
industry. The message was dear: state and federal government wanted to create a new industry 
devoted to efficient production of energy using, where possible, new techniques and alternate fuels. 
The California private industry, among them our parent company, picked up the challenge. 
Much time, effort, and millions -- tens of millions of dollars in our particular case -- have been spent 
developing this capability, including new techniques for improving the efficiency of existing systems, 
minimizing air pollution problems, using a variety of fuels, etc. Approximately one year ago, the 
industry started reaching the established goals and, also a point where it would create several 
hundred millions of dollars of new construction, operating revenue, and corresponding jobs for the 
state of California. 
Then, just as GWF and other companies began filing permit applications for projects, the state 
and federal air pollution agencies stepped in, pulled the plug, and blocked most of the cogeneration 
development in California. New requirements, directed solely at cogeneration facilities, were 
introduced with no notice, no hearing, no warning. And in some instances, at least in spirit if not 
letter of the law, they violated existing California statutes. For whatever reason, this was an 
attempt to undo what this State Legislature and government wisely created in partnership with 
private industry. 
SENATOR NEWTON R. RUSSELL: rm not sure I got who is doing this -- the South Coast Air 
Basin, the EPA, the federal government, who? 
MR. KRUZSEWSKI: Both. South Coast Air Basin, EPA, as well as some of the other •.• 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Well, is EPA mandated to respect California laws if they conflict with 
their regulations? 
MR. KRUZSEWSKI: I do not believe so. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: I didn't think so either. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: EPA preempts state law. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: But the South Air Coast Basin is mandated to obey our laws unless they 
conflict with the EPA regulations. 
MR. KRUZSEWSKI: That's correct. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Thank you. 
MR. KRUZSEWSKI: As the chairman mentioned, there were a number of hearings on this 
subject last year and I must commend this committee. Last spring it refused to buckle down to the 
various pressure groups and sent everyone back to the drawing boards with instructions to resolve the 
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problems amongst themselves and come back. 
And we, at least this panel, believes the cogeneration industry has again responded to the 
challenge. During the past several months, a number of companies, including ourselves, Southern 
California Gas Co., Impell, Independent Power Corporation, Sierra Research, and many others have 
individually and collectively addressed the problem. A plan has been prepared and proposed to the air 
districts, the EPA Region IX and Washington, D.C., ARB, and others. We believe that at this a little 
give and take by everyone can resolve the controversy. We believe that the bill proposed by Senator 
Rosenthal is a key part of this solution. 
Except for the huge several hundred megawatt sized installations by very large companies, the 
cogeneration activities are basically suspended now in California. We need a decision. Does 
California want to continue encouraging these energy efficient projects or not? If not, then we're 
prepared to develop projects elsewhere. The industry feels that we can no longer waste our 
stockholders' money and the returns are simply not that great despite what anybody says. 
However, if the answer is yes, then the industry needs a stable, predictable, affordable set of 
requirements, and a reasonable regulatory environment. We also need something from the state as a 
whole. We need a clear reaffirmation of the policies that created the industry in the first place. We 
are prepared to satisfy reasonable pollution control regulations. We recognize California's air quality 
problems; we live here, all of us. This is why we chose this state, in our particular case, for the start 
of the marketing of our new clean technologies. We believe they will satisfy California's strict 
pollution control requirements and set new standards for industrial plants, but only if we are given 
the chance to proceed. 
Again, we believe Senator Rosenthal's bill is an excellent effort to balance the concerns of air 
agencies with the state's energy goals, and we support this bill. 
Managing air quality is a complex problem. We recognize that. Providing energy is also a 
complex process. The two do not have to be mutually exclusive unless we make them so. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and thank you, gentlemen of the committee. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes, Senator Russell. Oh! I was just going to say that the two 
speakers I think have presented the history and where we are, and I just hope that the remaining 
presenters will not duplicate but will add something which may not have already been indicated so 
that we can keep to our schedule. Senator Russell. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: That rises in my mind again, is that it sounds as though it doesn't really 
make any difference what California druthers are. It's related to what EPA's druthers are and what 
they will permit and what they won't permit. And we can pass all kinds o[ laws and encourage the 
development of cogeneration. But if, in fact, it violates some rules, whether we agree or not with 
those rules from the federal government, are not our hands tied? How do we address this as a state 
when the regulation primarily is federal? 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, I know you want the remark---
SENATOR RUSSELL: Do you want to get at that later? 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, let me just briefly say that EPA says you need to meet a 
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certain standard, Now there are various ways of the We can an oil-
burning plant with cogeneration. We can take some of credits that utilities and cogenerators 
have and balance---in other words, it isn't that we can't do anything. We just need to look at 
alternative ways of meeting the EPA standards, and there are a number of them. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: So within that ballpark, we can have any number of games ••• 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: That's right. That's really the answer, right. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: OK, •.. nuclear power ••. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Right. (Laughter.) Now, there are really many, many ways of 
dealing with problem. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: May we continue now. 
MR. DAVID MINICUCCI: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is David 
Minicucci. I'm with Impell Corporation in San Francisco. Impell is an engineering services company, 
and we are involved in the development of cogeneration projects for industrial, commercial, and 
municipal applications. I think my remarks will deal with the issue of the permitting process, and 
we'll talk about an area in which the state and the local air pollution districts have quite a bit of 
discretion in how they conduct their affairs. 
In 1977 this Legislature passed a permit streamlining act to lend some stability and certainty to 
the process of getting permits in this state. I think the act said very clearly that we're going to have 
very stringent environmental controls in California; but if industries can live with those controls and 
they know what they are ahead of time, they should move through the permitting process without 
undue delay. 
AB 1862 said that cogeneration projects must meet best available control technology, as 
outlined by local districts. What it envisioned is that cogeneration projects must live with the same 
level of stringent controls that other industries and other applications have to have. Unfortunately, 
during 1984, we had a number of instances where the IPirit if not the actual letter of these two 
statutes was distorted in an extraordinary fashion. And perhaps I can best describe this to you if I 
can relate for a moment a parable, if you will. Let's suppose I told you on my way driving here 
on Interstate 80 up from the Bay Area going 55 miles an hour, limit, I all of a sudden get 
pulled over by a state policeman. And the policeman comes to my car and he says, "You were 
clocked doing 55." And I say, "Well, that's fine, that's the limit, right?" He goes, "No, that's not the 
limit. limit's 4-0." And I said, "It can't be. The limit's 55. It's posted on sign I just passed 
back there." He said, "Nope, new limit's 40. I got a call today, all the officers were notified in the 
field that the head of the State Police in Sacramento had just read a report from Denmark saying 
that 4-0 miles per hour is a much better limit, a lot safer, save lives. He decides let's do it. And he 
just passed the word that it's now 40." I said, "Well, when are you going to tell the public?" And he 
said, "Well, there's going to be new speed limits posted pretty soon." And I said, "Well, that's OK, I 
guess you're just giving me a warning then. Next time I'd better go 40." He goes, "Nope, no, this is 
no warning. You're now being cited and the fine's $100 and we're going to confiscate your car." 
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Now that's pretty absurd and that1s ludicrous. I don't think any of us would ever expect 
anything like that to happen; but if we change parable around and instead of speed limit, to 
say the speed limit is, in fact, best available control technology; and at the head of the State Police 
in Sacramento is really the executive officer of any one of our local air pollution control districts, 
this has become reality. Because in 1984, this exact thing happened. And our company was 
involved with a cogeneration project on the very last day of the 180-day period for permit review 
established in 1977 by the Legislature. We were denied a permit for a cogeneration project at a state 
institution, denied for not having best available control technology, technology that wasn't required 
up until that point that we didn't even know was required until the day we were denied. And I don't 
mean denied and being told, "Gee, can't we negotiate something different? Is there any way you 
people can achieve a more stringent control than you had already gone through your process with." 
But I mean out and out denied. End of the story. 
No businessman can operate in this kind of climate -- one in which the rules of the game are 
subject to wide fluctuations that can change right up to the very last second in the process. 
Certainly, there is a need, as I'm sure all the air regulators in this audience would agree, for public 
comment in the permitting process of any project. That's state law. But that public comment 
process should be so contrived that it provides for the early identification of problems or new 
developments, not the identification at the last moment. And unfortunately, in the majority of the 
air pollution districts in this state, the decision to change best available control technology is not 
open to any public scrutiny. It's a decision made by staff personnel outside the light of public inquiry 
or scrutiny, and it becomes a new requirement instantaneously. 
I would suggest that the same kind of desire for and attention to public participation that 
occurs in the permitting process be extended at the minimum to the process of establishing new 
control levels. Because the adoption from Japan of controls out of the blue, so to speak, does not 
benefit the cogeneration industry and, ultimately, will probably not benefit the clean air. We've seen 
a reaction where cogeneration been singled out to take on control technology that no 
one else is currently required to have. It's a distortion of what the process was meant to embody; 
certainly, a response by some agencies to a number of political problems that we're discussing here 
today. Certainly, I feel your legislation and this bill needs to provide some stability to a process that 
is just raising havoc with businessmen trying to conduct the reasonable business of developing 
cogeneration. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you very much. The next panelist. 
SENATOR JOSEPH B. MONTOYA: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think we need to define this term. 
It's amazing that this young man would not know that we're beyond 1984 and 1985, and I would like to 
lightly suggest that the definition for this would be "proactive, progressive existentialism without 
political foreplay." I think that ought to be the definition of it. (Laughter.) 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you very much, Senator Montoya. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Is it feasible to say to the regulators that once they have given a permit 
to move ahead to build one of these that from that point on, the best available technology 
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which is in existence at that time will be applied to your project. And even if the next day or the last 
day of the project some new technology comes along, that that will have to be applied to the next 
project. Is that what you're getting at? Something of that nature, which is ••• ? 
MR. MINICUCCI: In part, yes. That there has to be a point at which the rules are established 
for a project that's in the permitting loop, and that that can happen early on. There are several 
districts that have quite independently and a bit sporadically adopted various new source review rules 
that seem to get toward this, but not quite. One district requires that within 60 days it issue a 
preliminary decision on a project. Another district is now requiring a public hearing before adopting 
new best available control technology. 
I think these are the types of things that collectively can, in a bill such as this, provide 
consistency statewide for the process so that all cogenerators, regardless of what local county they're 
dealing in, know what the rules are. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Who has the responsibility currently to determine that some device is the 
best available technology at a point in time? Who does that? 
MR. GARY RUBENSTEIN: Senator Russell, that's done by the local air pollution control 
districts which are essentially counties and, in some cases, a group of counties banding together. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Are they technically proficient, competent to do that? Or is that a 
leading question? (Laughter.) 
MR. RUBENSTEIN: I think that by and large they're technically proficient enough to do the job. 
The major objection of the cogenerators and what happened last year was the timing. It was the fact 
that it was a last-minute decision at the very end of the comment period when best available control 
technology traditionally has been in negotiations, has been give and take. Each project has been 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. And I think what the cogenerators reacted to is almost a knee-jerk 
reaction and an immediate change which, frankly, I've never seen before in my years of working with 
districts on different permitting projects. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Well, I've heard in the past as we've hassled over this with the Energy 
Commission, I think it was for a coal plant, there was some new flashy technique that was being used 
effectively in Japan on a small project and that the project here was two or three times the size. 
And nobody had ever come to the conclusion that this small project technology would apply in the 
same fashion to the big one, except that the Energy Commission says it was going to. 
And so, I just---I question, Mr. Chairman and members, the ability of any local air pollution 
district to have the quality of engineering caliber to say this is or this is not. And I'm wondering 
whether there should be some board of review that where there is a technical panel that meets 
periodically and reviews the various things and periodically puts out a report and says this is the best 
available technology; and then they take that and work it out at the local district. Is that feasible? 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Senator, I'll take a look at that concept as we move with this bill. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: OK. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Because it seems to me that no business should be really placed in 
the position of on that last day of 180 days of inquiry, we now have a new thing thrown at us. There 
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of return. So you go in and they say, "Yeah, we'll look it; but now we need some really detailed 
analysis." And we always see the same pattern now when we get involved with the detail, the 
analysis, and planning, and it goes as follows: No. 1, capital costs are higher than originally 
estimated. You have interconnect costs; those turn out to be considerably more than anticipated. 
You have peripheral equipment, control equipment; and by that, we mean system control equipment, 
not pollution control. You often have to have a building constructed, noise attenuation. Oftentimes 
when you look at the actual match of on-site thermal energy and electrical energy on an hour-by-hour 
basis, it doesn't match up as nicely as it might appear to in total. What that means is you've got to 
store energy. On one of my most recent projects, we recommended that it not be not be built, simply 
because upon detailed analysis the cost of the storage facility was too high. And after you took that 
in consideration, it didn't have an adequate enough return. 
You're also finding that when you finance projects for the state of California, we're talking 
about state projects now, such items as debt service reserves are required. In one case, it was $1.5 
million upfront debt service reserve had to be put aside, which had not been considered before. 
could go on with the list -- it's pretty long -- but I think you're getting the picture. What it means is 
that a project that has an equipment cost of $800/$900 per installed kilowatt, winds up having a total 
project cost of $1100 to $1600 per kilowatt, which dramatically changes the rate of return. The 
result on this, well, for a good project, you still have an adequate rate of return; but the key here is 
that the margin is very narrow. If you change very many of the assumptions at all, you wind up with 
a situation where the project doesn't make money. 
And I want to relate this to the most recent project that we're getting financed, we hope; and 
it's a state of California project - 27 megawatts, $30 million installed cost. The bottom line on that 
project in the first year, profit to the developer is $300,000. That doesn't sound too bad, but this is 
how thin that margin is. That's based on an estimated operations and maintenance cost annually of 
about 5 percent, roughly, of installed capital cost. A fair range could be anyplace around 5 or 6 
percent. If it winds up being 6 percent, goes up one percent, that's one percent of $30 million, that's 
$300,000 and you don't have a bottom line. 
Given this thin margin, then obviously what the financiers and the bank lenders are going to 
look at is a risk reward tradeoff. So you look at the risk. Well, you have a considerable amount of 
front-end risk. There is easily a quarter of a million and in some cases a half a million dollars spent 
before you break ground on a project, all right? Because the design engineering, the contracts you 
have to enter with the utility, the environmental work, etc., that has to be done -- a lot of upfront 
costs. And those change: the Deficit Reduction Act, the tax act of '84, changed the ability to 
finance public sector projects. Orick Harrington who is a bond counsel on several of our projects 
have indicated that some of the lease purchases that have been done in the past will have to be done 
differently in the future. So you have a real changing environment there. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Senator Greene, you have a question? 
SENATOR LEROY GREENE: Yes. It would seem to me, however, if you were here discussing 
with us an oil-fired plant or a nuclear plant that you would have said the same thing. 
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MR. McOQAT: Well, true. 
SENATOR GREENE: What would have been 
MR. McOQAT: Well, that's t. In terms o.f the t process, there are risks 
in a project and I'm pointing---I'm trying to point out that the margin here is fairly thin, 
only so that you have perspectives. 
SENATOR GREENE: isn't that also true of these other plants? 
MR. McOQAT: Yes. 
SENATOR GREENE: You're talking about a margin. Then you're going to say but if a barrel of 
oil costs this instead of that, you've wiped out the margin. And this nuclear plant, because of Three 
Mile Island or this and that, if the feds come along with additional safety precautions, then you're 
going to lose or that and so on. 
I don't understand what there is different in terms of what you're telling us -- you know, 
whether it's cogeneration or nuclear or what. The only difference I can see is it may be 
hydroelectric. But I don't understand, you know, what's different about this. 
MR. McOQAT: Well, the issue is who's bearing the risk. That's the primary issue here. And 
these risks are being borne in the private sector. For example, on the projects that are built in 
California, it's the private developer that is bearing the risk of delays in construction, cost overruns, 
the possibility that---in fact, the reality if you look at the revenue stream that in PG&E's standard 
offer No. 4 you have declining heat rates. 
SENATOR GREENE: All right, let's for the moment talk about, say, PG&E. What prevents 
PG&E from putting in a cogeneration plant? 
MR. McOQAT: That's a regulatory issue which somebody else here is more ••• 
SENATOR GREENE: Is it a regulatory issue? 
MR. McOQAT: Yes. 
SENATOR GREENE: Do the regulators care what kind of a plant is put in? 
HAMRIN: PG&:E can put in a cogeneration plant and has. They had one of the first 
the state. However, if the cost increased during the construction of that 
the ratepayers pay for it, no matter what. With private sector, if you have a very thin margin 
and all of a sudden something changes such as the requirements for the air pollution control devices, 
then all of a sudden your project's not feasible and it's not built. 
So I think our basic question here is whether the potential we see in the state will be ••. 
SENATOR GREENE: All right, then you're indicating to us, if I may, then you're indicating to 
us that where you have a public utility that the nature of the rate structure as such, to guarantee a 
certain return on the investment to that utility, be it a private one or a public one, I guess; however 
you're now talking about building plants outside of that framework. Outside of the public utility 
framework. 
ROSENTHAL: That's correct. 
SENATOR GREENE: So that some investors are getting together to build such a power facility. 
Now, where is their market? Who are their customers? Can they market power within PG&E's 
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territory, to pick one? 
MS. HAM RIN: They sell to the utility. 
MR. McOQAT: Well, that's one way of doing it. There's more than one way to structure the 
projects, and we could go on at quite length, and it does have an impact on the returns and the risk. 
Some projects are located at sites where the site itself can use all the thermal energy and all the 
electricity, and that has one type of financing and one set of risk. There are other projects which 
rely on selling a portion or, in some cases, all of their electricity to a utility. So the project can be 
structured ••• 
SENATOR GREENE: All right. OK. Then you're talking about the fact that perhaps some 
private enterprise, some industrial giant of one kind or another, might say it's going to be cheaper for 
me to produce my own electricity via cogeneration than to buy it from any utility, OK? So that 
would be one case. 
The other case might be is that well, we have fuel here that's a left-over waste product of 
some---it's rice hulls or something or other -- and we're rice growers -- so we can use that energy, 
that source of fuel to create energy for us and perhaps that might create more than we need or less, 
for that matter. And either we then have to import some other energy or we can export energy, huh? 
MS. HAMRIN: Right. 
MR. McOQAT: It also, as a practical matter, you almost always wind up selling some 
electricity to the utility because your electrical use even if you're trying to use all the cogenerated 
electricity on site, normally isn't constant. It will go up and down, and so you'll have times that you 
may have to sell the utility and times you may have to buy back. 
SENATOR GREENE: Well, as a generalization now, and just as a generalization, you have 
certain air quality standards and other standards of that kind that come from government, OK? 
MR. McOQAT: Yes. 
SENATOR GREENE: Now, government doesn't say you can't build a cogeneration plant. 
Government says you can't build a cogeneration plant that exceeds these requirements such as air 
quality and so on, OK? What is the major source of your problem? Is it government itself in terms of 
what its regulations are? Is that your prime problem area? 
MR. McOQAT: Well, the problem that I'm addressing is the uncertainty. That's the primary 
one. There are several ways, as one of the earlier speakers pointed out and as the chair pointed out 
earlier, to deal with it needing realizable and realistic pollution objectives. That's not my area of 
expertise -- I'm going to leave that to someone else. I'm trying to give a framework for the impact of 
imposing something on this type of project on cogeneration, which I would point out is displacing or 
supposed to displace gas-fired, oil-fired generation by a utility which probably does not have the same 
pollution control standards addressing it right now. 
To cut quickly to the bottom line ... 
SENATOR GREENE: Then if I'm---
MR. McOQAT: Sure. 
SENATOR GREENE: Just one other question here then to whoever can answer it: is it the fact 
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that's highly efficient, burning natural gas fuel which is very clean or burning alternative fuels which 
used to be dirty but burning them in a clean fashion. However, we live in California with its own 
special requirements and none of us deny the fact that in California we have to have more stringent 
air quality standards, but we're not talking about smokestacks with a whole bunch of garbage coming 
out of them at all. 
The main problem that we have with cogeneration, gas turbines, is oxides of nitrogen or NOx, as 
it's called; and that's a product of the combustion of those fuels. Now, the Legislature in, what I 
think was some very forward-thinking legislation over the past several years, tried to recognize the 
special characteristics of cogeneration systems in establishing permitting rules for cogeneration. 
And in bills by various members but most notably Mr. Baker's bill, AB 1862, and prior to that one, by 
former Assemblyman Calvo, you laid down certain requirements on how these things would be 
permitted. You recognized that we're talking about an efficient technology. And one of the other 
keys is that the Legislature recognized that when cogeneration systems operate and produce electric 
power for sale to electric utility companies, they can reduce the level of operations of the electric 
utility power plants; and of course, the electric utilities will back out their least efficient power 
plants first, so that has a very positive effect. But that displacing effect is something we're going to 
focus on in a minute, because it's been the source of considerable difficulty in trying to actually get 
these things permitted. 
Now, what happened is that you had several bills that required local districts to do certain 
things: create growth increments for cogeneration, establish these displacement credits, if you will, 
and provide permits for cogeneration systems. Unfortunately, several problems have arisen under the 
current statutory framework. First of all, many of the local districts found that they just couldn't 
create these growth allowances that have been called for. And I think the chairman was right on the 
mark when he pointed out that in the Los Angeles Basin, there is no room to start carving out growth 
increments when you have difficulty meeting the existing standards. Secondly, we had a problem 
because the federal government through EPA indicated, and I think, Senator Russell, this is 
responsive to your question before, the federal government indicated it did not recognize that 
offsetting effect that we claim here in California through state law where the cogeneration system is 
in fact offsetting some of its emissions because the utility emissions are reduced; and their problem 
with it was they said, "How can we quantify that, how can we really make sure that it's real, how can 
we have enforcement if somebody is exceeding their amounts?" So all of that, they said, might be 
inconsistent with the federal law. It doesn't mean that it doesn't occur. It's kind of an accounting 
problem. How do you do it so that it's consistent with federal law? OK, and then we had another 
problem in that, as you've heard today, the local districts imposed new technology requirements on 
cogeneration systems often in a manner that we felt was prejudicial and, frankly, somewhat 
discriminatory. 
Now, just to paint the picture for just a second. If you put in a cogeneration system, there are 
four ways that you can reduce the air quality impacts of that system. No. 1, you can clean up what's 
coming out of the stack through the addition of best available control technology. And as you've 
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MR. RICHARD: At the most every five years. And typically, in my experience, there's never 
been more than one retrofit of any existing industry. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Well, what if a retrofit is required and such retrofit would make the 
project---existing project a money-loser? Is there any provision in law as it relates to that? 
MR. RICHARD: Yes. First, you've got the public hearing which is typically held by a county 
board of supervisors or locally elected officials. They're the ones who make the decision and they 
will take that kind of information into account and they can consider that when they decide whether 
or not to require a technology. In addition, the Legislature has created hearing boards and a variance 
process to take care of different exceptions where there's extreme hardship. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Thank you. 
MR. RICHARD: If I can just add one point to that -- and Mr. Chairman, I will be brief because I 
know you're trying to move this forward. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Right. 
MR. RICHARD: I think that, Senator Russell, an important thing to keep in mind in the context 
of what's happened here with cogeneration is that state, federal, and local agencies have been and 
probably must be much tougher on new sources than on existing sources. They just don't want things 
to get any worse. And the problem is when you come in with a cogeneration system, you're a new 
source. And you start talking about the existing sources, the boiler that was on site or the utility 
power plant that's going to reduce its operation, the focus is on you as a new source. And the 
regulatory agencies have not been looking at the overall picture and that is the biggest problem that 
we've got. This Legislature has looked at the overall picture in all of the legislation its considered on 
this, but the regulatory agencies are not; and as a consequence, they just look at us as a pain-in-the-
neck new source that's spewing out emissions, not the overall picture of what's happening to air 
quality. 
Cogeneration can be and should be a mechanism for meeting our clean air goals in California. 
And what we need is what I think the Senator has started to provide in his bill. We need a rational 
process for utility displacement credits to the extent that EPA is nervous about enforceability. I 
speak, I believe, for virtually every cogenerator in this state: we are prepared to take enforcement 
conditions against our permits for exceedances if those enforcement principles are applied uniformly 
to all generating sources. We think this is quite reasonable. We're prepared to do that in order to 
satisfy the federal law so that we can get on with the process of building these things in the state. 
There should be a uniform enforcement mechanism. And also, we think the bill is correct in that it 
recognizes that some districts are going to have problems coming up with growth increments where 
the air is already so dirty and it's going to provide some relief. We think that's reasonable and we're 
prepared to do it. 
Finally, I think there's been adequate testimony that there's got to be some rationality in the 
process of how you develop new control technologies. When all that's done, that's about half the 
process we need to work out the appropriate rules with the local districts. That's a continuing 
problem. I don't want to go into it now, but I just want to say that is a problem. And what we're 
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Bill 1643 was not returned to this committee for further consideration. Our basic concern --lack of 
an ability to demonstrate attainment of the air quality standards --continues. 
In summary, with the 1982 air quality management plan, the district's planning staff forecast 
approximately 7 tons per day of NOx emissions from cogeneration projects, or about 454 megawatts. 
A dramatic increase in the number of cogeneration applications caused a revision in the projection up 
to some 1300 megawatts, or about 40 tons per day of NOx by 1987. This represents the single, 
largest, new category of NOx emissions from stationary sources. Even with our new rules, maximum 
reductions from the motor vehicle inspection and maintenance program, and the use of selected 
catalytic reductions as best available control technology, there will be a shortfall in the reductions 
necessary to achieve the N02 standard. 
In order for the South Coast District to provide a growth allowance for N02, there were several 
tactics that were considered: 
1. A requirement that the major electrical utilities reduce their allowable emissions as 
cogeneration projects come on line, such that total or combined emissions from electrical generation 
does not exceed the limits of the 1135.1 court settlement. Southern California Edison's 
representative might wish to address any problems associated with this proposal. They have 
expressed concern in the past. 
2. Implementation of Phase 1 and 2 of our Rule 1117 which limits emissions from glass-melting 
furnaces. This would reduce emissions some 3Yz tons per day. However, industry representatives have 
testified before our board that such a rule adoption would cause four out of five plant closures and 
the loss at some 1500 jobs. 
3. Implementation of Rule 1109, limiting emissions from refinery heaters and boilers. This is 
single most expensive rule ever adopted anywhere in this country. This would account for NOx 
reduction of some 18 tons per day. The Western Oil and Gas Association challenged this rule in court 
and won the prevention of its implementation. 
4. Another option would be the tightening of the NOx limit for automobiles from .7 grams per 
mile to .4 grams per mile. This could result in some 60 tons per day reduction. The Air Resources 
Board's representative might wish to address what problems they've encountered with this proposal. 
This is in their jurisdiction. 
And also, Senator, at your request, we have reviewed existing law relating to cogeneration 
projects and SB 166. We believe, certainly, that this is a good start and we commend the efforts 
made so far. 
But to address the problems in the law, the South Coast District recommends that any bill 
should (1) specify the districts which have not or cannot demonstrate attainment of the air quality 
standards by the statutory deadlines will not be required to furnish growth allowances; (2) specify 
that the utility displacement credits for nonattainment contaminates may not be credited to a 
project or facility until the EPA has accepted the state implementation plan; (3) allow districts to 
require the surrender of permits for the modification of operating conditions of permits held by a 
purchaser of thermal energy or equipment which will be functionally replaced by a cogeneration 
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The question you ask is what measures we've taken to quantify the problem in Kern County, and 
we have subsequent to the adoption of AB 524 conducted an extensive inventory of the cogeneration 
potential and that was done by Mr. Rubenstein also. I think that was an extensive and detailed study 
and it did identify what seemed to be reasonable cogeneration projects. I should add that a result of 
that survey was the finding that those utility credits available would cover the amount of foreseeable 
cogeneration application in the county. 
The fact of the matter is that as careful as that survey was, almost none of the actual 
cogeneration projects that had been proposed correspond very closely to the results of the survey; the 
result is that it is not an easy thing to quantify. The adoption of the Baker bill subsequently made it 
even more impossible to quantify because we don't know who out there is interested in cogeneration. 
There is no way that we can plan in any concrete way for cogeneration under current law. And I must 
say that in spite of the improvements that I see in your bill, we would still have a considerable 
amount of difficulty in planning prospectively for cogeneration reduction. 
We have surveyed the amount of, let's say, potential cogeneration project offsets, if all of our 
known available offset credits in all of the industry in Kern County were applied to cogeneration. I 
think I can summarize that by saying the amount of potential cogeneration offset we have would just 
about cover the pending cogeneration projects within the county and would not reach the amount of 
additional projects discussed. We currently now have approved 518 megawatts, we have projects 
totalling 418 megawatts pending, and we've had those discussed. And so the idea of the district 
providing these offsets is just quite ludicrous. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I guess the question is, does that apply only to Kern or do you see 
that same problem existing in other places? 
DR. HEBERTSEN: I really can't speak for the other districts. I think it applies for all of the 
districts that are in a nonattainment status or were in a nonattainment status. 
I would like to also add, Senator, that back in 1978 we were approached by the Department of 
Energy to help us resolve the then oil crisis. We were producing something in the neighborhood of 
slightly less than 300,000 barrels per day. And we were asked to increase that production to 
something around 600,000 barrels. And our rules have been adopted with that objective in mind. And 
we carefully planned our rules to allow for the growth increment necessary to attain that additional 
production. So we're sort of being asked now to come up with a---it's a double-dipping kind of an 
issue, relative to the increase in oil production we've been requested and now the cogeneration offset 
potential and it's •.. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Then basically what you're saying as far as Kern County is 
concerned, cogenerators, go away. 
DR. HEBERTSEN: No, I don't say so. I think our county has adopted and I think the record that 
we've shown of having, I think, the equivalent of what I think are two atomic reactors worth of 
cogeneration already in the mHl is contradictory of that assumption. What I say is that the 
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CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right, we'll be looking for some help in terms of the legislation 
to move in that kind of a direction; some may not be able to do it at all. There may be others that 
under certain circumstances could. 
MR. RUBENSTEIN: And I think the cogenerators recognize that. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes, Dr. Hebertsen. 
DR. HEBERTSEN: I'd just like to point out that we have attained certain standards, but we have 
attained that at great expense and a very strict control. And the mere fact that one is not 
necessarily nonattainment doesn't mean there's a lot of room for growth. We have squeezed the 
industry to death already. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Venturini, the Air Resources Board. Oh, Mr. Wong-Woo, the 
Air Resources Board. We have two members of the Resources Board here? 
MR. HARMON WONG- WOO: Thank you, Senator Rosenthal. Members of the committee, good 
afternoon. My name is Harmon Wong-Woo. I'm the deputy executive officer of the California Air 
Resources Board. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with the committee our effort to deal with 
the air quality issue related to siting of cogeneration projects in California. Here to assist me in the 
discussion is Peter Venturini, the chief of our Stationary Source Division. 
I have tendered a statement for the committee's consideration. Definitely, I'm not going to 
read it. Before I get into the subject matter, however, I do like to spend a minute or two on the role 
of the Air Resources Board and that of the local district. 
Under the California Health and Safety Code, the Air Resources Board has the primary 
authority for the control of pollutants from motor vehicles. Local control districts have the primary 
responsibility to control air pollution from stationary sources. The Board has additional responsibility 
to coordinate the district activities and implement state law, to coordinate the programs to attain 
and maintain the federal standard, and to assist the district in these endeavors. 
I'm really here to discuss with you some of our efforts in the coordination in the siting role; We 
have been working with the CAPCOA committee to develop ways by which we can resolve some of 
the outstanding questions that have been alluded to in previous discussion. To the main issue, we 
have been concentrating our efforts on have been the enforceability and quantification question; and 
as has been discussed by previous speakers, these are very thorny issues and we have not been very 
successful in getting all the parties involved to come to a consensus. However, that doesn't mean 
that we're not going to try even harder to do this. And that is what I want to leave with the 
committee. 
And I want to thank you again for the opportunity. I'm just going to sit here and wait for your 
questions. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you very much. We'll enter your complete statement in the 
file and we'll have an opportunity to read it over at a little leisure. 
Then, Mr. Venturini, are you---you have nothing further to add on that? All right, let me ask 
you, Mr. Wong-Woo. 
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any further taxpayer funds developing these projects 
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we think have the opportunity with minimum 
regulatory changes to save the taxpayer costs at these institutions. We'd be happy to answer any 
questions that the committee has our state programs. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you very We'll hear now from Mr. Kukulka with the 
California Energy Commission. 
MR. RON KUKULKA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members. My name is Ron 
Kukulka. I'm the division chief for the Development Division at the California Energy Commission. 
We became involved in the cogeneration air quality issue as a result of a meeting that the 
Energy Commission the had with EPA to discuss the cogeneration problem. 
And as a result of that meeting, it was decided that commission would try to use its computer 
modeling capability to try to to come up with a methodology for quantifying the 
utility offset credits. And at that that methodology was developed, the thought was that 
the Air Resources Board and the local districts and the EPA may be able to work out an agreement to 
apply those offset credits. We're middle of that methodology now. We've 
had a series of meetings the with and with other agencies; and as part of 
the development of our which is part of biennial report, we hope to be able to 
develop methodology. 
CHAIRMAN do you think it's to take you to do? 
MR. KUKULKA: 
the next several months. 
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parties agree that a major step toward resolving the cogeneration/air quality dilemma would 
be taken if and when the federal Environmental Protection Agency formally acknowledges that 
cogeneration projects can result in overall air quality improvement. To the extent that cogeneration 
and resource recovery projects displace utility-generated electricity, they should be given credit for 
the associated emission reductions. 
We are encouraged by the concerted efforts by some of our members to devise a utility 
displacement credit plan which meets the requirements of the federal Clean Air Act and EPA's 
emission trading policy. We're also encouraged by recent movement by EPA toward approval of such 
a plan. According to David Howecamp at a recent conference on these subjects --he is the director 
of Region IX's Air Management Division -- "EPA can see the light at the end of the tunnel." 
SENATOR GREENE: Yeah, but that light came from a hydroelectric power source. (Laughter.) 
MS. HEIDELBERG: But Mr. Howecamp did say that additional work is necessary before the 
agency can approve a protocol based on modeling of utility emissions displacement. These current 
efforts to secure EPA approval would be strengthened and accelerated by legislative direction to the 
state Air Resources Board, the Energy Commission, and the local air pollution control districts to 
apply all necessary resources to formulation of an approvable utility displacement credit plan by a 
date certain. 
The Council also urges your consideration of four consensus points that emerged following a 
two-day Air Pollution Control Association conference last month on the air quality impacts of 
cogeneration and resource recovery projects. These consensus points reflected the views of the 
third-party cogenerators, representatives of other industries, public utilities, and air pollution control 
agencies. The consensus points, in the order that they were articulated by the conference moderator, 
Mr. Gary Rubenstein, were the following: 
(I) A growth allowance is not a viable mechanism for siting cogeneration projects in the 
South Coast Air Basin for the foreseeable future; 
(2) A mechanism is needed for the utility displacement credit approvability and 
enforceability, particularly in the Los Angeles region where a growth allowance is not 
feasible; 
(3) Substantial improvements in air pollution control technology are necessary if resource 
recovery projects are to be sited; and finally, 
(4) In determining Best Available Control Technology, greater flexibility is warranted, 
consistent with the Clean Air Act. 
The Council believes that incorporation of these basic consensus points into existing state law 
would substantially resolve the current cogeneration/air quality dilemma. 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment today and look forward to working with your 
Committee, our members, and other interested parties in resolving this problem. 
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Energy Commission has done some runs on their model, and they show that -- and is 
very rough and no one can be held to it at this stage, they are data --but show that 
approximately 1,400 megawatts of new cogeneration would have to be added to the South Coast Basin 
before this displacement simply would be gone and would not occur. So that's a substantial amount 
we feit was worth going after. 
These credits are not simultaneous; is, one of the problems with the way the Clean Air Act 
is written is that it says you can get an offset from somebody else, but you must be putting out the 
same pollutant as that source and at the same time. Or at least that's been the interpretation. We 
think it's been interpreted both ways; that is, simultaneous and not simultaneous. And we found that 
utility offset credits do not occur at the same time. A cogenerator operates, roughly, 70 percent of 
the time. Oftentime, like, for example, in the middle of the night, our in-Basin plants are turned way 
down and aren't operating. So they're putting out emissions when we're not operating and not 
displacing us 24 hours a day. But for a large part of the day, they are. So we went after that topic. 
Finally, they're not based on project emissions; that is, it doesn't matter whether the 
cogeneration project is cleaner or not than the utility. The fact is that a resource recovery project 
like a waste-to-energy project, which is sorely needed in our area, could in fact still displace an 
electric utility generator in our Basin even though it might be dirtier per energy input versus 
electricity output kind of unit display. 
Now, what's the proposal? Well, it's really pretty simple. It's a method of accounting for when 
in fact these displacements do occur. And what we've done is we've said that a system simulation 
model that shows you exactly how an electric utility system is going to operate, based on a lot of 
very complex inputs --how much hydro you're going to have, what kind of a dry year you're going to 
have, what are your outage schedules for retirement, mechanical repairs and so on? All of this is 
rolled into the model. The Energy Commission, we think, has a very good model. It's not ours, but 
it's an independent model. And it can show what the amount of these utility offset credits will be. 
So we suggested to EPA that we use that model to forecast ahead what the displacement was going to 
be for a given increment of additional cogeneration. So if somebody says, 11Well, Pm worried, you 
know. There's a whole stack of these applications on my desk; what if I let them all go through?" 
The model can help answer that question in terms of whether they will be displacing or not. 
You look forward with that model and you assess how much surplus emission there is going to be 
or how much UOCs will occur. And then to make sure that in fact they did occur, after the year is 
over, you pour in the real data: how often did the cogenerators operate, what did the utility look 
like. And you run the model again and see if in fact the displacement occurred. And I think EPA is 
at the stage, I hope they are after about nine months of very serious discussion with us, of having 
given us some very positive signals that that in fact is a possibly acceptable method of measurement. 
And we'll be working forward on that basis. 
Finally, the real sticking point has been enforcement. And part of the problem is this, you 
know, you can't talk about one clause of the Clean Air Act without getting into fifteen other ones and 
as soon as you start to explain that, there are thirty more, and you've lost people before you've 
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isn't there. And we have been pursuing alternative and renewable energy forms, 
completion of our nuclear plants, so on, large power, which has resulted in a less of a 
to those So it's not as a question as are they cleaner or are they dirtier. 
It's a relative rate and are at the same time or nearly so. 
That computer I spoke about can calculate that. 
RUSSELL: Yeah, but if operate at the same time and you have one polluter or 
twelve polluters, you're saying that are cleaner than the one polluter? 
MR. If were being built now from this point forward, they would be. 
That's not been as easy to say in the 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Well, now, what oo~em;--·-as I understand a lot of cogeneration that is 
and sell the energy knowing that in X years down 
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MR. The difference would have to be taken up by some form of Edison generation. 
Now, that might be purchases; it might be outside the Basin with solar or geothermal. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: But if you have shut down your fossil-fuel plant, let's say, because now 
you have these other twelve cogeneration facilities operating, you don't need it, it's polluting, so 
you've offset, then of these are---in ten years, start using their 100 megawatts for themselves, 
then you don't have 1200, you have 600. 
that we've been talking about can take that into 
account as well by simply plugging in what's called a capacity factor. And that's your estimate of 
how much of the available time you are actually going to be operating. So the capacity factors for 
both the cogeneration units that you spoke about and our own would be plugged in and out would come 
a number that would tell you how much, in fact, they're going to be displacing us. So that can be 
accounted for. 
The situation you describe I don't think would be a very common one, would Gary, in your 
view? 
MR. 
MR. 
In terms of the 
I'm about, the is asking, well, suppose you come 
in as a cogenerator in year 1, in year 5 you decide to use some of that output---electrical output on 
site, that's a very situation. 
SENATOR I that's one of the reasons why industry builds cogeneration. 
They build for their own needs and sell the surplus. And then if they increase their capacity of 
their own plant, they use that surplus for themselves. 
MR. HERTEL: I'd better let you answer. 
MR. I've run into some projects, I guess. principally smaller projects 
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where that is true, where they will start out initially selling more energy and will gradually use more 
and more and this sort of provides some cushion for growth. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Is that the exception then rather than the rule? 
MR. RUBENSTEIN: I think so. Most of the projects I've seen, the electricity and steam sales 
are pretty well-established at the start and they're pretty level going into the future. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Can we rely upon that in the Southern California Edison area to 
guarantee that somewhere down the road that there's not going to be miscalculation -- "Oops, we're a 
little short."? 
MR. RUBENSTEIN: Well, that's really the crux of the issue that we've dealing with with EPA, 
is making sure, not in the near future, but ten, fifteen, twenty years down the road that we're not 
going to be increasing the total amount of air pollution. And as Mike indicated, the models that we're 
looking at using can take that into account. And what we need is some kind of a feedback 
mechanism, if you will, that takes a look at the model results each year; and if we see that yeah, we 
are creeping up, it makes sure that we take some action to keep the emissions down to where we ••• 
SENATOR RUSSELL: Let's assume that we solve the EPA's problem and we progress in building 
these cogeneration facilities the way we're doing now -- private enterprise doing it and selling it --
what happens to your plant then? Is it just put in moth---is it just shut down and can you start it up if 
something happens to another existing plant that goes down and all these myriad of miscellaneous 
plants can't support the need at that point? What do you do? Go to an existing old plant that's been 
shut down and start it up? Or what do you do? 
MR. HERTEL: No, what we intend to do, Senator, both because we have continuing growth of 
around 2.0 or 2.2 percent a year right now into the future, is not retire those plants. We would cut 
back, down, to basically, down to minimum load. You have to keep in mind that in the Los Angeles 
Basin, Edison alone has about 6,600 megawatts of fossil-fire capacity. Right now that's 99 percent on 
natural gas. So it would take a great deal of cogeneration, ready, sitting there, and available to 
substitute for that amount and cover our customers' needs at the peak periods of the day and during 
the year. So it wouldn't be that we would be surrendering our permits for those plants. We'd probably 
be cutting down toward the so-called minimum load, the very least you have to operate them to keep 
them in condition and able to respond to the load. 
SENATOR RUSSELL: That's---is that financially economical or costly ••• ? 
MR. HERTEL: As long as the minimum load condition is met, I would say it's financially 
beneficial to our ratepayers. Again, the oil and gas plants that we have are the most expensive on 
our system to operate. If we can buy power someplace else cheaper, we're going to do it. 
Hydropower is an example. Cogeneration power, and this is one of the difficult questions that the 
CPUC has to struggle with, is priced at avoided cost. Now avoided cost is, right now, dropping 
because we're adding new and cheaper sources of electricity all the time. But that is a question that 
the CPUC does struggle with pretty much on a continuous basis. 
But right now, I would say the system is that the ratepayer has to accept all of that 
cogenerated power from a qualifying facility and the ratepayer is kept neutral; that is, he does not 
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know how long it will last. (Laughs.) that is precisely where we are now. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Now as a result of that court case, what kind of pollution control 
equipment were you required to purchase and install? 
MR. HERTEL: If we violate the agreement, we must either go out and purchase more 
additional power outside the Basin, which would in effect leave us with no air pollution from 
electricity generation for that amount inside the Basin, or we would have to put on selective 
catalytic reduction. Now we have managed our system by going out and building solar, by 
geothermal, by wind. We've run now, I think, to eight basic energy sources in our service area, the 
largest of any utility in the world. And we've done that consciously to avoid having to go back and 
retrofit largely older plant that won't be operated as much in the future. So we said, well, look, if we 
can move out of the Basin, why not let us do that? And they agreed. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Basically then, in order to get the court to give you that decision, 
you didn't have to agree to put any new equiopment on your existing plant? 
MR. HERTEL: We only had to agree that if we violated the ceiling, then we would have to put 
it on. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Why don't you believe that all sources who claim the utility 
displacement credit should be cleaner than the displaced utility emission? 
MR. HERTEL: WeB, it's really, in my view, simple mathematics. If Plant A is displacing me, 
even though he's, say, two to three times dirtier than me, he's still displacing me a little bit. I'm not 
saying, give him the equal amount; I'm simply saying, give him what he deserves. Or, for example, if 
you're looking at cogeneration, some cogeneration units might have different emission rates; but 
they'll all be displacing us for part of the time. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I have no further questions at the moment. Thank you very much. 
We'll now hear from Mr. Roy Rawlings from Southern California Gas Company. 
MR. ROY RAWLINGS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll be brief, as I'm the last participant in this 
particular proceeding. 
I think Mr. Hertel mentioned one of the key elements and that's the Environmental Protection 
Agency and how they fit into this entire cogeneration arena. It's unfortunate they're not here today, 
because they could possibly add some information that would be useful to the committee. 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: They were invited to be here. 
MR. RAWLINGS: I wasn't aware of that, but like I said it would have useful to hear from them 
in any event. 
We think, like the Edison Company, that tremendous progress has been made in trying to work 
out a utility offset credit plan. And a lot of people in this room today have been working very hard to 
accomplish that. There are a lot of interests that are served, there are a lot of diverse views; but in 
my particular view and my company's view, a lot of progress has been made and we're hopeful that 
shortly that we'll be able to reach an accommodation which is satisfactory to the Environmental 
Protection Agency and to the cogeneration interests of the state. 
One of the particular reasons Southern California Gas Company is very interested in 
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is quite simple. I Dan Richard talk about cogeneration using natural gas, 
and said, well, he thought 99 percent of the cogeneration projects right now were using natural 
gas. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: You like them because they're a customer. 
MR. RAWLINGS: I'll assure you I'm going to talk to my staff when I get back and find that 
other one percent. (Laughter.) Right, because we would like to think 100 percent do. 
be very brief regarding the legislation. I know it's not a hearing on the legislation. We do 
support the legislation. And there's an important reason. And I think you heard from a whole host of 
interests today, and the one thing that sticks in my mind and that I think has been pointed out to the 
committee and that is the uncertainty today that's surrounding cogeneration. You have regulatory 
uncertainty, you have financial uncertainty, you have air quality uncertainty. You heard about a 
cogeneration installation in the 179th day of a 180-day period, got told it couldn't go because it 
to meet a criteria that was thrown in at the last minute. An ongoing businessman cannot operate in 
that kind of environment. And we think this legislation will go a long way in helping to satisfy that 
uncertainty. I thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: OK. If there are no further questions, me just wind up here. 
We've heard a lot of varied opinions about our current status. A number of resolutions that we have 
to come to, in order to enforce the utility offset credit concept. I think we have to look at whether 
to create a growth allowance for future developments. And we have to demonstrate to EPA that our 
air is getting cleaner. That's the bottom line. 
SB 166 is merely a vehicle for the solution, and the information generated here begins to 
provide some of the tools. I'm suggesting that I would like to send these witnesses and the oil 
companies that I know are listening in the audience and over the squawk boxes, (Laughter) off 
together to lock themselves in a room and resolve the details in contention. Let me make clear that I 
want everyone included in the creation of a deal addressing the EPA concerns. Thank you for your 
help today and your ongoing involvement in this problem-solving process. Thank you very much. 
--ooOoo--
